Prohibited Items and Conditional Acceptance Criteria
Source Control - Exhibit 1
Prohibited Items
The following items are prohibited from acceptance at DJJ and its subsidiaries, except by special arrangement with DJJ:
Acetylene Cylinders
Asbestos or Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM)- applies to both ﬁbrous and solid materials
Any Scrap Containing Refrigerants (CFC or HCFC) unless the facility has agreed to recover the refrigerants
Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT/tube-style computer monitors or televisions)
Closed Cylinders – high pressure cylinders with valve intact
Combustible or Flammable Materials - fuels, paints, degreasers, unpunctured aerosol cans
Corrosive Materials - highly acidic or caustic materials (battery acid, caustic soda, etc.)
Explosive Materials, Munitions, Shell Casings – includes suspect military scrap
Free Flowing Liquids (including water)
Hazardous Waste – toxic or poisonous materials or wastes
Infectious Materials – blood-soaked or biohazard items
Liquids or Scrap Containing Free Flowing Liquids - fuels, antifreeze, oils, hydraulic ﬂuid, paints
Mercury Containing Materials - mercury-containing thermostats, switches or ﬂuorescent light bulbs
Non-Metallic Items - concrete, wood, asphalt, dirt, debris, tires (more than 5 per auto)
PCB-Containing Materials
Radioactive Scrap – anything exhibiting radiation levels above background
Scrap with Small Capacitors that contain ≥50 ppm of PCBs

Conditional Acceptance
The following items are prohibited from acceptance at DJJ and its subsidiaries, except by special arrangement with DJJ:
Scrap Item
Crushed Automobiles

Industrial 55-Gallon
Drums
Propane Cylinders
AST or UST Petroleum
Tanks
Oily Motor Blocks/
Transmissions
Batteries and other
Lead Sources
Oil Filters

Conditions for Acceptance
Crushed autos are accepted, provided the refrigerants that have not previously leaked have been properly recovered, the
battery, lead terminal connectors, lead wheel weights, and mercury containing convenience light switch assemblies have
been removed, the ﬂuids have been removed to extent practicable or otherwise required by law, and air bag canisters have
been deployed or removed as required by law.
Unless agreed to otherwise, transformers must be completely drained, and have an analytical report on the oil that was
previously contained that shows PCB concentrations were less than 2ppm.
Accepted if they are open top and are completely empty with no solids or vapors, or are closed top and are empty and
crushed ﬂat such that no vapors could be accumulated.
Accepted if the valve has been removed. These must be managed in a designated area.
Accepted as scrap if there are holes large enough to physically inspect the inside to verify the tanks contain no sludge or
residue, and there are no combustible vapors present.
Accepted only at DJJ facilities equipped with a means of containing ﬂuids and controlling or capturing and managing
stormwater from these storage areas.
Accepted only at the non-ferrous kiosks, or in whole cars purchased and processed on site. These items cannot be mixed
with sheet iron or left in automobiles.
Must have been drained in accordance with local or federal laws and regulations.

Electronic Scrap
Gasoline Pumps

Accepted only at the non-ferrous kiosks. Commodity grades accepted only. No televisions, monitors or CRTs.
Accepted if piping is completely dismantled and no fuel ﬁlters are present.

Transformers
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